Copper indium diselenide (CIS) is a prime candidate for the absorber layer in solar cells for use in extraterrestrial environments due to its good photovoltaic efficiency and ability to resist radiation damage. Whilst CIS-based devices have been tested extensively in the laboratory using electron and proton irradiation, there is still little understanding of the underlying mechanisms which give rise to its radiation hardness. In order to gain better insight into the response of CIS to displacing radiation, transmission electron microscope samples have been irradiated in situ with 400 keV Xe ions at the Intermediate Voltage Electron Microscope facility at Argonne National Laboratory, USA. At room temperature, dislocation loops were observed to form and to grow with increasing fluence. These loops have been investigated using g.b techniques and inside/outside contrast analysis. They were found to reside on {112} planes and to be interstitial in nature. The Burgers vector has been calculated to be b = 1/6 <221>. The compositional content of these interstitial loops was found to be indistinguishable from the surrounding matrix within the sensitivity of the techniques used. To facilitate this work, experimental electron-diffraction zone-axis pattern maps were produced and these are also presented along with analysis of the [100] zone-axis pattern.
TEM sample rod. Therefore, diffraction vectors at 82.2° and 82.5° to the Burgers vector were used as these come close to the ideal 90° angle required for an absolute g.b = 0 condition.
Although technically two g.b = 0 conditions are sufficient, one g.b = 0 and two g.b ≈ 0 conditions were used in order to ensure correct identification of the habit plane and Burgers vector.
In order to determine whether the loops were interstitial (extrinsic) or vacancy (intrinsic) in nature, the inside/outside contrast technique was utilised. For a given combination of diffraction vector direction and sign of deviation parameter there will be a particular sense of planar rotation required to approach the Bragg condition. Only certain regions of the strain field around a dislocation loop will bend the planes of the surrounding crystal towards the Bragg condition and this causes diffraction contrast to be generated either on the inside or the outside of the projection of the dislocation loop. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where the direction of planar distortion is indicated for four different combinations of loop nature and inclination. Also shown are two combinations of diffraction vector and deviation parameter with the direction of planar rotation required to approach the Bragg condition indicated for each situation. Comparison of the rotation required to approach the Bragg condition with the rotation due to the strain fields around the loops reveals that diffraction contrast will form inside the projection of the dislocation for the examples on the left of the diagram and outside for those on the right.
Once the habit plane of a dislocation loop is known then the direction of inclination can be determined using knowledge of the crystallography, sample orientation and the mechanical tilt performed using the goniometer and TEM sample rod. Then by reversing the diffraction vector or deviation parameter it is possible to establish the nature of a loop by comparing the images produced and noting the relative shift in the position of the diffraction contrast. See references [78] [79] [80] for further details.
Results

Zone-Axis Pattern Maps
The experimental ZAPMaps produced to facilitate the characterisation of dislocation loops are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Theoretical patterns were generated by JEMS and used for the identification and verification of the experimental zone-axis patterns. When tilting between zones in the TEM it is useful to know the angles between zones and these can be calculated 
[100] Diffraction Pattern
Using the fractional coordinates of the atoms in the lattice basis of CIS listed in Table   2 , it is possible to calculate the structure factor via Equation 8. The intensity of the 024-type reflections in the [100] zone-axis pattern are comparatively high especially considering their greater angular displacement from the 000 relative to the other reflections shown in Figure 4 . This is due to the intensity contributed by the scattering factor of selenium which is reinforcing in these reflections but subtractive in other reflections such as the 020 and 004 as demonstrated in Equations 9 to 11.
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Dislocation Loops
Loop Development
Dislocation loops were found to form in copper-rich indium-poor selenium-rich TEM samples when irradiated at room temperature with 400 keV Xe ions as shown in Figure 5 . . On occasions, loops also appeared to merge although it is hard to be definitive based on the evidence of the two-dimensional projection of the regions of the strain fields satisfying the Bragg condition -it can be difficult to conclusively distinguish between two strain fields overlapping in projection and two loops amalgamating. However, as the loops were growing it is highly likely that some would have come sufficiently close to amalgamate.
The loops were stable once irradiation ceased. Figure 6 shows dislocation loop evolution in one area over several minutes as a function of fluence.
Habit Plane and Burgers Vector
The sample irradiated to the highest fluence of 1.3 × 10 14 ions.cm -2 , and hence with the largest defects, was used for determination of dislocation habit plane and Burgers vector. Based on this habit plane, the Burgers vector can therefore be calculated as b = 1/6 <221> as illustrated in Figure 10 using the Finish-Start/Right-Hand (FS/RH) convention.
Loop Nature
The loops were demonstrated to be interstitial in nature. As can be seen in Figure 11 , a reversal of the diffraction vector from ̅ ̅ to ̅ resulted in a shift from outside to inside contrast which is verified by the intensity-linescan data plotted in Figure 12 for one of the dislocation loops shown in Figure 11 . The situation is represented schematically in Figure 13 .
Loop Contents
No variation in composition between the contents of the dislocation loops and the Additional analysis using electron energy loss spectroscopy on SuperSTEM 2 at Daresbury Laboratory, United Kingdom, also did not detect any variation in composition.
Discussion
As the loops grew and did not appear instantaneously, they must have formed through the agglomeration of point defects or defect clusters rather than forming as the remnants of individual collision cascades. The most likely causes for the sudden disappearance of any given dislocation loop was the proximity of a surface (a situation reached through loop growth or migration) or the disordering effects of a nearby ion induced collision cascade and thermal spike.
Because the loops were extrinsic in nature they must have been formed through the agglomeration of mobile interstitial defects. However, this raises the question as to the fate of the vacancies whose creation must necessarily have been concurrent with that of the interstitials which went on to constitute the loops. Vacancies could be are relatively immobile in CIS and/or they could have become entangled in defect complexes as discussed below.
The migration mechanisms for copper, indium and selenium in CIS are not completely understood with the literature containing a complex picture featuring a range of proposed mechanisms and migration energies often influenced by composition . However, despite the ambiguities in this area it is clear that selenium is immobile at room temperature by any migration mechanism and therefore so too must its vacancies [81, [105] [106] [107] .
Zhang et al have calculated creation energies for a range of defect complexes from first principles and found the formation of -+ to have a particularly low energy [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] . Other work by Klais et al has predicted 2V Cu +In Cu to be abundant throughout the compositions they considered and also found experimental evidence for its existence through positron annihilation [122] . Therefore it is quite possible that the copper vacancies could be become entangled in complexes such as the 2V Cu +In Cu which requires three V Cu .
Unfortunately, the 2V Cu +In Cu does not explain the fate of the indium vacancies. These could have similarly been immobilised by V In consuming complexes with relative low creation energies such as: Cu In +2Cu i [123, 124] ; Cu In +V Se [120] ; Se Cu +Se In [125] ; or any of Cu In +Cu i +V Se , Cu In +V Cu , Cu In +V Cu +V Se and V Se +Cu In [122] .
As the samples in which dislocation loops were observed were slightly selenium rich it is also quite possible that the selenium vacancy population was suppressed by this excessa similar argument works for copper but not for indium due to the composition of the samples studied. However, the indium vacancy population could have been suppressed by a copper excess as the Cu In antisite defect has been calculated to have a relatively low creation energy of between 1.11 and 1.54 eV [120, [126] [127] [128] [129] (although there is one out-lying value of 1.90 eV [130] ).
Conclusions
Dislocation loops were formed in CIS using 400 keV Xe ions at room temperature. These 
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